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PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSION 

Attn: Productivity Commission 

Ref... Low Emission Economy Draft Report submission support 
document, context and support information. 

 

Introduction: 

This Cover letter is provided as background and additional content 
plus context for the submission reference document sent through on 
the 30th May 2018, which can be researched directly by the 
commission as part of the submission alongside this document.  
Owing to the nature of the submission online option which allowed 
only one document to be loaded at a time it is important to read this 
cover document alongside the submitted “overseas report”.  

“Overseas report” referenced as background = The Element Energy 
and Vivid Economics Report; Policy Mechanisms to support the 
largescale deployment of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) 9 th 
May 2018 

See… 

http://oilandgasclimateinitiative.com/increased-public-private-
collaboration-is-crucial-to-success-of-carbon-capture-and-storage-ccs/ 

p
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The overseas report is a guide which was chosen to provide insights 
that have been assessed at a high level overseas and covers off 
possible solutions and format discussions for CCS.  Whilst the writer 
acknowledges that any overseas report is designed primarily for their 
target market/environment many of the key discussion points are 
relevant and valuable for New Zealand. The writer also acknowledges 
that the largest sector “Energy” in New Zealand is largely less 
relevant for Carbon Capture due to its largely renewable energy 
sources.  However equally importantly this only covers part of the 
Carbon that is emitted into the environment in New Zealand and as 
such it is vital that the balance of the Carbon which could be 
captured and stored or utilized be included in any discussion, 
reporting or planning for the future. 

 

 

Main Body of this support document: 

New technologies developed (and to be developed) for capturing 
Carbon and for storing or utilizing after capture provide the potential 
for great opportunities for New Zealand. This is predicated by the 
assumption that viable financial models and initiatives can be 
established and then put in place to facilitate investment, effort and 
innovation in this potentially hugely valuable space.  The myriad of 
new solutions that could be developed provide a great opportunity 
for New Zealand to be an early adopter and innovators for Carbon 
Capture, Storage and Utilization technology solutions (especially for 
non-energy sector).  Already around the world there are being tested 
and developed Carbon Capture solutions for various industries 
outside the energy sector, one example is the Cement industry 
Carbon Capture and Utilization solutions that are being developed 
and tested globally.  The target over time would be to see this extend 
to solutions in steel, refining, chemicals, manufacturing and many 
other relevant and valuable industries. 

The Global CO2 Initiative talks about a $800 Billion to $1.1 Trillion 
global opportunity for products made from Carbon Captured and 
turned from waste to marketable products.   
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See…Reference. 
https://www.env.go.jp/earth/cop/cop22/common/pdf/event/16/02_pre
sentation3.pdf 

This type of market and the variety of possible solutions being 
developed are important factors to consider when reviewing and 
determining possible solutions to assist in growing New Zealand 
whilst also assisting New Zealand reach for and achieve Carbon 
reduction goals plus also Carbon Zero goals in the future.   

 

The challenge: Finding commercial models and solutions to match, 
encourage, facilitate research, drive effort and free up resources 
needed to maximize the value attainable from this environmentally 
important and potentially lucrative “waste” material. 

So here we have identified a significant challenge and with it a 
potential opportunity of real value (both environmentally and 
potentially financially).  This being at the core of the purpose of the 
Productivity Commissions report that we are submitting on.  The 
writer would like to see the Productivity Commission consider and 
include in any planning and reporting going forward; 

1: Carbon Capture Storage and Carbon Capture utilization as part of 
the report’s output.  

2: Effort and scope in the first instance for developing robust 
commercially viable initiatives or models.  These models or 
commercial solutions that once in place in New Zealand motivate 
potential stakeholders to develop, implementing and innovate 
solutions for suitable industries.   

In addressing and including Carbon Capture and Storage plus 
Utilization in the planning going forward by the Productivity 
Commission the writer is attempting to draw together the 
opportunity and tie that to one of the commissions key questions.  
Specifically; how could New Zealand's regulatory, technological, 
financial and institutional systems, processes and practices help realize 
the benefits and minimize the costs and risks of a transition to a 
lower net emissions economy. 
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In conclusion: 

The report submitted alongside this letter are presented as support 
information to best target Carbon Capture, Storage and Utilization 
into any final report.  One of the key aims is to find solutions that not 
only help meet the Paris Agreement obligations for New Zealand but 
also target other environmental goals and develop commercial 
solutions that add tangible and intangible value to the New Zealand 
economy.  It is the writers aim that Carbon Capture and the Storage 
and then its use to create Carbon Captured products will be both 
value adding and a contributing tool in the toolbox of solutions 
needed to deliver a Carbon Zero economy. 

Sincerely, 

0BPaul Martin 
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